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ABOUT THE WINERY 
Quality winemaking is part of the DNA of Laroche from Chablis to Languedoc, where it 
owns Mas la Chevalière. The 45 hectares (111 acres) of vineyards here are comprised of cooler, 
high-altitude sites for whites and hillside terraces for reds. It is a strong conviction of the 
Laroche team that all efforts in the vineyards should be perpetuated in the winery. The 
diversity of the soil, climates and grape varieties afford an exceptional range of white and rosé 
wines, all light and fresh, and red wines that are rich, balanced and well structured. 

ABOUT THE WINE
The Cabernet Sauvignon is sourced from Béziers, located in central Languedoc, just 10km 
from the Mediterranean sea. The vineyards are oriented south and east, with soils rich in clay 
and limestone, and reach an elevation of 200 meters. The vines are 20 years old on average and 
provide fruit of wonderful concentration with a balanced tannin structure. The wine is aged 
6 months in stainless steel with minimum filtration to preserve the fruits natural character.

KEY SELLING POINTS
•  “La Chevalière,” or “the knight’s lady,” is a reference to “Mas la Chevalière” which is 

literally the “ farmhouse of the knight’s lady,” the Laroche property in Southern France

• Although the farm is historic, the winery is an ultra-modern, temperature-controlled facility 
designed by Michel Laroche

• Mas la Chevalière is considered a reference point in the region for the quality of its winery 
equipment, which allows for the precise expression of each grape variety and vineyard parcel

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Varietal Composition: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon | Appellation: Pays d’Oc IGP 

Aging: 6 months in stainless-steel tanks 

Alcohol: 13.5% 
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